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Abstract
This paper examines the relative performance of additive and
multiplicative clause weighting schemes for propositional
satisfiability testing. Starting with one of the most recently
developed multiplicative algorithms (SAPS), an experimental
study was constructed to isolate the effects of multiplicative
in comparison to additive weighting, while controlling other
key features of the two approaches, namely the use of random
versus flat moves, deterministic versus probabilistic weight
smoothing and multiple versus single inclusion of literals in
the local search neighborhood.
As a result of this investigation we developed a pure additive
weighting scheme (PAWS) which can outperform multiplicative weighting on a range of difficult problems, while requiring considerably less effort in terms of parameter tuning. We
conclude that additive weighting shows better scaling properties because it makes less distinction between costs and so
considers a larger domain of possible moves.

Introduction and Background
Clause weighting algorithms for satisfiability testing have
formed an important research area since their first introduction in the early 1990s. Since then various improvements
have been proposed, resulting in the two best known algorithms of today: the discrete Lagrangian method (DLM)
(Wu & Wah 2000) and scaling and probabilistic smoothing (SAPS) (Hutter, Tompkins, & Hoos 2002). While these
methods differ in important aspects, both use the same underlying trap avoiding strategy: increasing weights on unsatisfied clauses in local minima and then periodically adjusting weights to maintain reasonable weight differentials
during the search.
The earliest clause weighting algorithms, such as Breakout (Morris 1993), repeatedly increased weights on unsatisfied clauses and so allowed unrestricted weight growth during the search. Flips were then chosen on the basis of minimizing the combined weight of the unsatisfied clauses. In
1997, Frank proposed a new weight decay algorithm that updated weights on unsatisfied clauses using a combination of
a multiplicative decay rate and an additive weight increase.
While Frank’s work laid the ground for future advances, his
decay scheme produced relatively small improvements over
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earlier weighting approaches. At this point, clause weighting algorithms proved competitive on many smaller problems but were unable to match the performance of faster and
simpler heuristics, such as Novelty, on larger problem instances (McAllester, Selman, & Kautz 1997). As a key reason for developing incomplete local search techniques is to
solve problems beyond the reach of complete SAT solvers,
the poor scalability of clause weighting was a major disadvantage.
It was not until the development of DLM that a significant performance gain was achieved. In its simplest form,
DLM follows Breakout’s weight increment scheme, but additionally decrements clause weights after a fixed number of
increases. DLM also alters the point at which weight is increased by allowing flat moves that leave the weighted cost
of the solution unchanged. These flat moves are in turn controlled by a tabu list and by a parameter which limits the
total number of consecutive flat moves (Wu & Wah 2000).
In empirical tests DLM proved successful at solving a range
of random and structured SAT problems, and in particular
was able to outperform the best non-weighting algorithms
on many larger and more difficult problem instances.
In another line of research, Schuurmans and Southey
(2000) developed a fully multiplicative weighting algorithm:
smoothed descent and flood (SDF). SDF introduced a new
method for breaking ties between equal cost flips by additionally considering the number of true literals in satisfied clauses. In situations where no improving moves are
available, SDF multiplicatively increases weights on unsatisfied clauses and then normalizes (or smooths) clause
weights so that the greatest cost difference between any two
flips remains constant. SDF’s reported flip performance was
promising in comparison to DLM, but these results did not
look at the more difficult problems for which DLM was especially suited. In addition, SDF’s time performance did not
compare well, due to the overhead of adjusting weights on
all clauses at each local minimum.
In subsequent work, SDF evolved into the exponentiated subgradient algorithm (ESG) (Schuurmans, Southey,
& Holte 2001), which in turn formed the basis of the scaling and probabilistic smoothing (SAPS) algorithm (Hutter,
Tompkins, & Hoos 2002). ESG and SAPS dispensed with
SDF’s augmented cost function, and SAPS further improved
on the run-time performance of ESG by only smoothing
weights periodically, and only increasing weights on vio-

lated clauses in a local minimum1 .
The feature of greatest interest to the current study is that,
ignoring the issue of additive versus multiplicative clause
weighting, the weight update scheme of SAPS is almost
identical in structure to the weight update scheme of DLM:
both increase weight when a local minimum is identified (although using different identification criteria), and both periodically adjust weights according to a parameter value that
varies for different problems2. SAPS differs from DLM only
in using the parameter to probabilistically determine when
weight is reduced, whereas DLM deterministically reduces
weight after a fixed number of increases.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether an additive or multiplicative weight update scheme is better for
satisfiability testing. Given that SAPS and DLM both have
some claim to be considered as the state-of-the-art in local
search for SAT and that both have separately hit upon a similar underlying weighting structure, it now becomes possible to compare additive and multiplicative clause weighting
without their relative performance being disguised by differing implementation details. To perform this comparison,
we started with the authors’ original version of SAPS and
changed it in small steps until it became an effective additive clause weighting algorithm. By examining and empirically testing the effect of each step, we set out to isolate
exactly those features that are crucial for the success of each
approach. This resulted in the development of a new pure
additive weighting scheme (PAWS). As the published results
for SAPS have only looked at relatively small problems, we
also decided to evaluate SAPS and PAWS on an extended
test set that includes a selection of the more difficult problems for which DLM was developed. In the remainder of the
paper we describe in more detail the development of PAWS
from SAPS and DLM, and then present the results and conclusions of our empirical study.

Clause Weighting Algorithms for SAT
DLM has been described as “ad hoc” (Schuurmans, Southey,
& Holte 2001) and criticized for requiring a large number of parameters to obtain optimum performance. However, DLM has evolved through several versions, the last of
which was developed specifically to solve the larger towers
of Hanoi and parity learning problems from the DIMACS
benchmarks (Wu & Wah 2000). As already discussed, the
basic structure of DLM is similar to SAPS, except for the
heuristic used to control the taking of flat moves. In addition, although the latest version of DLM has 27 parameters,
in practice only three of these require adjustment in the SAT
domain.
1
ESG’s approach is to scale and smooth the weight on all
clauses in every local minima.
2
Additionally, a third clause weighting algorithm, GLSSAT
(Mills & Tsang 1999), uses a similar weight update scheme, additively increasing weights on the least weighted unsatisfied clauses
and multiplicatively reducing weights whenever the weight on any
one clause exceeds a predefined threshold. Although GLSSAT performed well in comparison with Walksat, it could not match DLM
on larger problems and so is not considered further in this study.

 

Of particular interest is that DLM uses a single parameter
to control the weighting process (corresponding to
in Figure 2), which determines when weights are to be reduced. In contrast, SAPS requires two further parameters
( and ) to determine the amount that weights are multiplicatively scaled or smoothed (in DLM clause weight increases and decreases are implemented by adding or subtracting one). The other two DLM parameters ( and )
are used to control the flat move heuristic: Using the terms
, DLM will randomly select and
from Figure 1, if
flip any
. Otherwise, if
, and the number
of immediately preceding consecutive flat moves is
and
, then DLM will randomly select and flip any
, where
contains all flat move literals that have
not been flipped in the last
moves. Otherwise clause
weights are additively updated, as per Figure 2.
Although SAPS implements a fairly “pure” weighting algorithm, there are a few implementation details that distinguish it from DLM (see Figure 1). The first is the
parameter which probabilistically controls whether a random flip
is taken when no improving cost move is available. This acts
as an alternative to DLM’s flat move heuristic. The second
is that the set of local neighborhood of moves for SAPS contains a single copy of each literal that can make a false clause
(i.e. turn it from false to true). In DLM, the neighborhood
consists of all literals in all false clauses. This means that if
a literal appears in more than one false clause, it will appear
more than once in the local neighborhood, thereby increasing the probability that it will be selected. Finally, as noted
earlier, SAPS uses probabilistic smoothing when adjusting
clause weights, i.e. if
is set to 5% then there is a 1
in 20 chance that weight will be adjusted after an increase.
In contrast, DLM’s third parameter fixes the exact number
of increases before weight is decreased, and so represents a
deterministic weight reduction scheme.
Overall, there is little difference between DLM and SAPS
in terms of parameter tuning. While SAPS has four parameters (
,
and
) and a basic version of DLM has
three, in practice at least one of the SAPS parameters can
be treated as a constant and the others adjusted to suit (in
this study
is set at 1%). For both algorithms the process
of parameter tuning is time consuming, as optimal performance is highly dependent on the correct settings. This compares poorly with simpler non-weighting algorithms, such as
adaptive Walksat (Hoos 2002), which only requires the automatic tuning of a single noise parameter. To address this, a
version of SAPS called Reactive SAPS (RSAPS) was developed (Hutter, Tompkins, & Hoos 2002) that automatically
adjusts the
parameter during the search. However
we found this algorithm did not perform as well as a properly tuned SAPS on our problem set, so we did not consider
it further.
Hence, the main design criticism that can be levelled at
DLM is that it relies on a somewhat complex flat move
heuristic, whereas SAPS can search purely on the basis
of weight guidance (while taking the occasional random
move). From this it could be argued that multiplicative
weighting is superior to additive weighting because it makes
finer distinctions between moves and so avoids the need to
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procedure SAPS
begin
generate random starting point
for each clause do: set clause weight
while solution not found and not timed out do

CED
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for S each literal QRD appearing in at least one false clause do
in false clause UVF KEL#caused
by flipping Q D
FTS G change
S
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end
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M;N WTa)b cdI then randomly flip QRDfe%Y
if
else if probability ghFji then randomly flip any literal
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if probability gpoHqsrVtut@vxw then
y.z G mean of current clause weights
for each clause C8{ do: Fm{|G}Fm{~l`sI6aAl y z
end if

end if
end while
end

procedure PAWS
begin
generate random starting point
for each clause do: set clause weight
while solution not found and not timed out do

CED
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for S each literal QD { in each false clause k#D do
in false clause UVF KEcaused
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flipping Q D {
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end
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if
randomly flip Q D {e%Y
else
for each false clause k#D do: F0DHG}F0DI
if # times clause weights increased % T1Q D = 0 then
for each clause C { F { I do: F { G[F { ahI

end if
end if
end while
end

Figure 2: The pure additive weighting scheme (PAWS)

Figure 1: Scaling and probabilistic smoothing (SAPS)
search plateau areas. However, this assumes that the overall
performance of SAPS is at least as good as DLM’s and that
the effectiveness of additive weighting depends on plateau
searching, both issues we shall address later in the paper.

The Pure Additive Weighting Scheme (PAWS)
SAPS has demonstrated that effective local search guidance can be given by a reasonably simple manipulation of
clause weights. It has also outperformed DLM on a range of
SATLIB benchmark problems, both in terms of time and median number of flips (Schuurmans, Southey, & Holte 2001;
Hutter, Tompkins, & Hoos 2002). From this work several
questions arise: firstly how does SAPS perform on the larger
DIMACS benchmark problems for which DLM was developed? Secondly, the SAPS code is based on a very efficient
implementation of Walksat3 , so to what extent is the superior time performance of SAPS based on the details of this
implementation? And finally, does the success of SAPS depend on multiplicative weighting? i.e. can we obtain the
same kind of guidance using additive weighting, avoiding
the complication of multiplicative update parameters and
without resorting to the further complication of a plateau
searching strategy?
To answer all three of these questions we developed a
pure additive weighting scheme (PAWS), which we embedded directly into the SAPS source code4 (so the same
efficiencies were obtained), and tested PAWS on both the
SATLIB benchmarks used for SAPS and a selection of the
DIMACS benchmarks used for DLM. We term PAWS as a
pure weighting scheme because it does away with DLM’s
plateau searching heuristic and only relies on weight guid3
4

http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/kautz/walksat/walksat-dist.tar.Z.uu
http://www.int.gu.edu.au/˜johnt/paws.tar

ance to determine the search trajectory. However, PAWS
retains DLM’s preference for taking flat moves when no
improving moves are available, by selecting random moves
from the domain of available flat moves. In addition, PAWS
retains DLM’s deterministic weight reduction scheme and
the multiple inclusion of literals that appear in more than
one false clause.
Figure 2 shows the complete PAWS procedure which is
which decides
now controlled by two parameters:
whether a randomly selected flat move will be taken (corresponding to
in SAPS), and
which determines
at which point weight will be decreased (corresponding to
in SAPS). As with
in SAPS, we found that
can be treated as a constant, and for all subsequent experiments it was set at 15%. Hence PAWS only requires the tuning of a single parameter,
, which we found to have
roughly the same settings and sensitivity as the equivalent
parameter in DLM. On all our test problems the optimum
value of
was relatively easy to find, generally showing a similar concave shaped relationship with local search
cost as that observed for Walksat’s noise parameter in (Hoos
2002). The requirement to only tune a single parameter with
a fairly stable relationship to cost gives PAWS a considerable practical advantage over DLM and SAPS, which typically need considerably more effort to set up for a particular
class of problem.
While PAWS comes close to being an additive version of
SAPS, as discussed earlier, it differs in three aspects:
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Random Flat (RF): PAWS probabilistically takes a random flat move when no improving move is available
(rather than allowing cost increasing moves).

H

Deterministic Reduction (DR): PAWS deterministically
reduces weights after
number of increases (rather
than reducing weights with probability
).
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Multiple Inclusion (MI): PAWS allows optimal cost flips
that appear in false clauses to also appear times in its
move list (rather than exactly once).
To test the effects of these differences, three additional versions of PAWS were developed, each with one of these features replaced by the alternative heuristic used in SAPS.
Similarly, three further versions of SAPS were developed
each using the alternative PAWS heuristic.

!

Empirical Study
Problem Set
We firstly set out to reproduce the problem set reported in the
original study on SAPS (Hutter, Tompkins, & Hoos 2002).
This involved selecting the median and hardest problems
from several SATLIB problem classes. As we were unable
to verify the exact problems with the authors, we ran our
own tests with SAPS, using the published parameter settings, to identify the median and hardest instances for the
flat100, flat200, uf100 and uf250 problem sets. Secondly, to
test performance on larger problem instances, we included
the SATLIB bw-large.d blocks world problem, the two most
difficult DIMACS graph coloring problems (g125.17 and
g250.29) and the median and hardest DIMACS 16-bit parity learning problems (par16). We then generated three sets
of random 3-SAT problems from the accepted hard region,
each containing 20 instances, the first with 400 variables, the
second with 800 variables and the last with 1600 variables.
To these we added the f400, f800 and f1600 DIMACS problems and repeated the earlier process to identify the median
and hardest problem from each set. Finally, we generated a
range of random binary CSPs, again from the accepted hard
region, and transformed them into SAT problems using the
multivalued encoding described in (Prestwich 2003). These
problems were divided into 4 sets of five problems each,
according to the number of variables (v), the domain size
(d), and the constraint density (c) in the original CSP, giving the 30v10d40c, 30v10d80c, 50v15d40c and 50v15d80c
problem sets from each of which the hardest problem was
selected.

Complete versus Local Search
One of the key motivations for the development of local
search techniques for SAT was to solve problems beyond
the reach of existing complete solvers. Complete solvers,
even if slower on particular instances, have the advantage
of unambiguously reporting if an instance is unsatisfiable.
Hence, local search for SAT is most applicable to problems
that are too difficult for complete search to solve in a reasonable time frame. This means the scalability of local search
is important, and that evaluations on problems that can easily be solved by a complete solver are not conclusive. To
clarify this issue we additionally tested our problem set using the well-known complete solver, Satz (Li & Anbulagan
1997).

The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
Local search run-times can vary significantly on the same
problem instance, as determined by the initial starting point

and any subsequent randomized decisions. For this reason
empirical studies require the same problem to be solved multiple times, and at least for the mean, median and standard
deviation to be reported. However, it is still unclear exactly
how much confidence we can have in the reported differences between algorithms. Standard deviation is informative
for normally distributed data, but local search run-times are
generally not normally distributed, often having the median
to the left of the mean and a number of unpredictably distributed outliers. Hence standard comparisons that assume
normality, such as a two-sample t-test, are not reliable, and
the level of statistical confidence in differences between algorithms is rarely investigated.
However, nonparametric measures, such as the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, do not rely on normality, and only assume that
the distributions to be compared have a similar shape. To
use the Wilcoxon test requires that the run-times (or number of flips) from two sets of observations,
and , are
sorted in ascending order. Then each observation is ranked
) and the sum of the ranks for distribution
(from
is calculated. This value ( ) can now be used to test the
hypothesis that distribution lies to the left of distribution
, i.e.
, using the normal approximation to the
Wilcoxon distribution (Gibbons & Chakraborti 1992)5:
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where  ¤ and  · are the number of observations in distributions  and respectively and £J$¹ ¤ ¯p · . Using the
standard º» Normal ¬=´>#¡±° tables, « will give the probability 4 that the null hypothesis, ¦%¼ § ½¹ , is true.
Results

Table 1 shows the results for the original SAPS problem
set from (Hutter, Tompkins, & Hoos 2002), except the f400
problems which came from our own problem distribution (as
the SAPS uf400 problems were unavailable). Table 2 shows
the results for the larger DIMACS benchmarks and our random 3-SAT and binary CSP problems6. In both tables, the
Wilcoxon values give the probability that the null hypothesis
is true, where is the distribution of flips or
run-times that has the smaller rank-sum value. We record
-values against distribution and take
to indicate that is significantly less than , marking such results
with ‘*’. Also, due to space limitations, we only report the
base version performance of SAPS and PAWS, and discuss
the overall performance of each variant in the next section.
Table 1 shows SAPS and PAWS to be fairly evenly
matched on the original SAPS problem set. SAPS is significantly better on the flat-med and uf250-hard problems,
and slightly better on the flat-hard, f400-hard and bw large.b
problems, whereas PAWS is significantly better on the
bw large.c, logistics.c, uf100 and f400-med problems and
slightly better on bw large.a and ais10. However, the results
also show that most of these problems are not difficult for
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assuming
,
and that no rank values are tied
All results are for 100 runs with a 20 million flip cut-off except
50v15d40c which had a 50 million cut-off.
6
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Æ@Ý ãÒÆ íí ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÈÆÈãÒÆÒàÈçÈÆÆ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÞÒÆ ÆuÆuÝÝ êsÞ8ÆÒÅxê8çÒêæ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÞÒÆ íí ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÞÒÆÒëÈãÈçë ÓØ
Æ@Ý åÒÆ ÆuÆuÝÝ ÞÈÅ=ÞÒåÒãsåÈçæ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÆÒÞ íí ÆuÝ Æ8ÅÇÆÈå ÓØ
ÆuÝ ÆÈã=êså
Å8Ý êÈã ÆuÆuÝ Ýê8êsæÈåsÅ=Å=Þ à Ø Ó
Æ@Ý ÞÒã íí ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÒÆÈêÈãÈÞsæÒåæ ÓØ
Satz

ÒÅ Å=Æ@Ý ëÈç
ÞÈæsÅ8Ý Æsæ
Æ@Ý àÒÆ

Wilcoxon

íí ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆsÆÈÅ=Þë ÓØ
ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÈÆÈëÈçÒÞÈæÒÆã ÓØ
ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÈãÈàÒçÒëÈãÈÞã ÓØ
í ÆuÆuÝÝ ÆÒÞÈêÈçÒëÈçÈëÞ ÓØ

ÉÈÄ´ÊÅÇË±ÆÈÌÆ
á=á=â8â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
ñuñ8ñò
ðuñ8ðì
ð8ñ8Ûð
ñ8ñ
á=â8ñ â
á=â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
á=á=â8â8ââ
ñ8ñ8ñð
ñ8ñ8Û;ñ;ôô é8òsèÛ

bw large.d SAPS

f800-med

ìßÜ é × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý àÈÆÒÆ å
ìßÜ ñ × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý Å=ãÒÆ å
ìßÜ × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý ÞÈãÒÆ å
ìßÜ á=× ×âÆuÅ8Ý Ý ÞÈãÒÆ å
ìßÜ á=× ×âÆuÅ8Ý Ý ÞÈãÒÆ å
îßÜ è8á8× ×ÛÆuá ã@Ý Ý ãÈÆÒå Æ
éßÜ é × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý ëÈêÈÆ Æ
ìßÜ é × ×âÆuÅ8Ý Ý ÆÈãÒå Æ
ÛßÜ é × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý Å=ÅÇÆ å
ÛßÜ î × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý Å=ÞÒÆ Æ
ÛßÜ î × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý åÈãÒÆ å
ÛßÜ ì × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý Å=ãÒÆ Æ
ìßÜ Û × × ÆuÅ8Ý Ý ãÈãÒå å

Max:

SAPS

P:

f800-hard SAPS
PAWS
f1600-med SAPS
PAWS
f1600-hard SAPS
PAWS
par16-med SAPS
PAWS
par16-hard SAPS

g125.17

g250.29

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

PAWS

Max:

SAPS

P:

PAWS

Max:

SAPS

P:

PAWS
30v10d80c SAPS
PAWS
30v10d40c SAPS
PAWS
50v15d80c SAPS
PAWS
50v15d40c SAPS
PAWS
Overall

P:

PAWS

PAWS

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:
P:

Max:

SAPS
PAWS

l

l

All experiments were performed on a Sun supercomputer
with 8 Sun Fire V880 servers, each with 8 UltraSPARC-III
900MHz CPU and 8GB memory per node.

Flips

ÓÔ ÌÐÍmÎÈÕ Î ÌÈÖ ÓÇØ × ×Ó Ø@ÐÙÍmÐdÚ Î Ì
Þ=êsçuÝ Å=ç íí Æ@Ý ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÆÈÆ8ÅÇç
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆÒÆÆ ÓØ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆ8ÆÒÅ=Ææ ÓØ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆÒÆÆ ÓØ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆsÆÅ ÓØ
Å8Ý åÈã íí Æ@Ý ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆ
Æ@Ý åsæ íí Æ@Ý ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÆÈÆÈÆÒÆ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆÒÆÆ ÓØ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆÒÆÆ ÓØ
Æ@Ý ãÈë í ÆuÝ ÆÈÆÒåÈë ÓØ
Æ@Ý ÅÇêsëÒå
Æ@Ý ÞÈå Æ@Ý ãÈãÒêÈå ÓØ
Æ@Ý ãÈÞ8ÅÇà
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈãÈÆÒàÒÆÆ ÓØ
ó ÞÈçÒÆÈÆ Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ãÈÆsåÈæÒÞÒÞÒåå ÓØ
íí Æ@Æ@ÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÈÆÒÆÒÆÆ ÓØ
Satz

Wilcoxon

100
90
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mÍ ÍmÎÒÎÈÏuÑÐÑË Ë
ãuÅsÅsäää êsÆÈÞÒàÈêÈàÒÆÒÞÒã@Æ@Æ@ç@ääää êÈëÒàÒæÈàsåÈÆÈÅ=Æëæà
ãÒãsëÒêÈæ=ç@Þ@Æ@äää åÈåsÞÒæ=àÈÅÈê ÞÅ
ÅsÅsää àÈçÒÅÇÅ=êÈëÒêÈÞsë@à@ã@Å8ääää êÈÆÒåÒÞÒçÈëÈÞsÆÈåãÞæ
Åsä Æ8æÒësÅÇã@Å8ää àÒêÈçsàÒêæ
Åsä ãÈÞÈå8ãÒÞÒÅÒã@à@Å8äää àÈÞsæ=æÈëÈÅ=æãà
çuÞuæ8äää êÈçÈÆÈêÒãÒÆÒêBÆ@Þ@äää êÈãÒæÈçsãsÅ=Æææ
ê@çuää åÒçÈêÈàÒã@ã@ää æ=ÅxêsëÈàë
ê@àuÞuàuääää ÆÈÆÈãÈÅ=ãÒëÒçÒÆÒÆ@Þ@Þ@ë@ääää êÈãÒåÒÞÒàÈçÈÆÈçÈàÆÆÆ
ê@ëuãuÞuääää êsàÒæÒÅ=êsÆÒçÒÆÒã@Þ@à@æuääää êÈëÒÞsåÒãÈÆsãÈÅÒàÞææ
ê@ä çÈêsçÈçÒàÒåÒÞ@Æ@ç@äää ÆÒÆÒàÈàÒë8æÒêçÅ
ãuä çÈåÈãsÞ8ãÒçÒæ=ÅÇã@Þ@å@å@ääää ësÞÒëÒæ=àÈàÈÞsÅ=åëãæ
ÅÇÅÇë@à@ã@Æ@ääää åÈàÒçÒåÒÞÈæÈàÈãÈëæëÞ
ãsãÒÅ=ÅÇå@Þ@æuÅ8ääää çÒÞÈëÒë=êÈãÈãÈæÒêàçç
ãÈÅ=Å=Å=Þ=ãÒã=åÒêBêBë@à@ääää êsëÒëÒë=êuÞÈå8æÒçëÅÅ
ÅÈÅ=Å=æ8ÆuåuÅsääää åsàÈæ=Å=æ=êÈçÒåÒë@à@ç@ë@ääää ÞÒêÈàÒåÈÞÈàÈÞÈæÒàãàç
Þuãuää êsÞsëÒÅÇêÈêÈãÈæ=å@Þ@Æ@æuääää ÞsçÒæ=Å=ÞÈåÈÅÒæÒÞçæÞ

Table 2: Results for harder problem set

Table 1: Results for original SAPS problem set

PAWS
SAPS

80
% of instances solved

a complete search, with Satz having easily the best performance on bw large.c and flat200-hard, and only being seriously challenged on the f400 problems.
In contrast, Table 2 shows PAWS to be strongly outperforming SAPS on all problems except the most difficult random binary CSP (50v15d40c). Additionally, Satz is significantly challenged on this problem set, being unable to
solve the larger 3-SAT f problems, 50v CSP problems or
g125/g250 problems before timing out after an hour7. The
strong performance of PAWS in Table 2 is therefore doubly
important, because it is in a domain where complete search
starts to break down.
Figure 3 further illustrates the superior performance of
PAWS on the Table 2 problem set by graphing the run-times
for all 1300 runs of each algorithm. Here PAWS is consistently better than SAPS, in particular solving 93% versus
78% of instances within 50 seconds.

ÍmÍjÎÈÎÒÏ8ÑÐ ÑË Ë
ãÈÞÒçuê@ÞuÝÝÝ ãÈêsÞÈãàÞ
Å=ÆuÆuÝÝ ãÒàÈêÞ
ÆuÆuÆuÝÝÝ êsëÈÞÈãÆÆ
ÞuåuÅsÝÝÝ ë8ëÈãsÞæÅ
ãuÞuÝÝ ëÈåÈÞë
åuÅsÅsÝÝÝ çÈæÒÅÒÆÆæ
ãÈÞÒÅÈê@ëuÅsÝÝÝ Æ8çsåÈåæÅ
ÅÒæ8Ý ÆÈå
ãÈÅÇê@ãuçuàuÝÝÝÝ åÈÆ8ãsÆ8ãÅæÅ
ÅÒÅ=ëuæ8åuÝÝÝ Þ8àÈçÒãêÅ
çÈë8ÆuëuçuÅsÝÝÝÝ êsÆÈÆÈÅ=ããÞç
Åã8=ÆÈÅ=Å=ÆuëuëuàuÝÝÝÝ ëÈêsæÒÅÇêãÞà
ã8ÆuÅsÝÝ àÈÆÈëç
ÆuÆuÆuÝÝÝ ÆÈÆÈÆÈàåç
ÆuÆuÆuÝÝÝ ÆÈÅ=Å=Æãë
ÆuãuÝÝ ãÒÅ=êã
ÞuÅsÅsÝÝÝ ãÈçÒåÈêàÞ
Å=Å=ÅÇëÈêsã8çÈçuëuëuÅsÝÝÝÝ àÒåÈÆÈÅ=êãåå
ÞÈã@Å=æ8åuàuÝ ëÈÝÝÝ çÈêsësÞ ÞÆæ
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Figure 3: SAPS versus PAWS on the Table 2 problem set

Analysis and Conclusions
Our analysis of the three variants of each algorithm only
showed an overall significant difference in performance
(
) on the Table 2 problems, where the exchange

4õ^¢ µ

of the deterministic reduction (PAWS-DR, SAPS+DR) and
random flat (PAWS-RF, SAPS+RF) heuristics produced a
significant worsening of performance for both SAPS and
PAWS. Conversely, the multiple inclusion heuristic (MI) did
not have a significant effect on the overall performance of
either approach. Therefore, we conclude that neither algorithm significantly benefits from the inclusion of the other
algorithm’s secondary heuristics.
Overall the results indicate that additive weighting tends
to perform better than multiplicative weighting on larger and
more difficult problems. The most obvious difference between the two schemes is that multipliers create finer distinctions between clause weights: as multiplicative weights are
real-valued, the previous history of clause weighting will be
retained in small differences, even after smoothing. Hence,
in longer term searches, we would expect clause weights to
become more and more distinguished, making it increasingly unlikely that any two flips will evaluate to the same
cost. Conversely, additive weighting changes clause weights
by simply adding or subtracting one, and most weights are
returned to a base weight of one at some point in the search.
Hence longer term residual weight is eliminated and the likelihood that different flips will evaluate to the same cost remains relatively high, meaning additive weighting will generally have a greater number of possible best cost moves to
select from. We confirmed this by measuring the mean number of candidate moves in list for SAPS and PAWS for a
single run of each algorithm on each test problem, eliminating any duplicate flips from the PAWS list. For all instances,
except bw large.b/c and g125/g250, the SAPS list tends to
a length of one, whereas the smallest average list length for
PAWS was
(ais10), with an average list length ratio of
PAWS to SAPS of
We therefore conjecture that this difference in the available number of moves is important for longer term searches
and gives additive weighting the greater freedom of movement needed to navigate difficult cost surfaces (i.e. cost
surfaces that produce ambiguous clause weight guidance).
However, the fact that SAPS is better on the most difficult
problem (50v15d40s), shows this rule cannot be automatically generalized and that for some problems other, as yet
unidentified, features are important.
However, the overall case for preferring additive over
multiplicative weighting is compelling: firstly, the average
flip performance of PAWS does not differ significantly from
SAPS for Table 1 and strongly dominates SAPS on the more
difficult problems of Table 2 (i.e. those beyond the reach
of Satz). Secondly, additive weighting is more time efficient than multiplicative due to using integer rather than realvalued clause weights (the average flips/sec for PAWS on
the complete problem set was 148,899 versus 114,665 for
SAPS, remembering both algorithms are running within the
same software architecture). And finally the search space of
possible parameter settings is at least an order of magnitude
less for PAWS than for SAPS (
was tested on a domain of less than 100 distinct values ranging from 3 to 75 in
steps of one, whereas the search space of , and
was approximately
).
In summary, this paper balances much of the recent work
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on clause weighting that has concentrated on multiplicative
updates, showing that additive weighting can be faster, simpler in terms of parameter tuning, and more applicable to
larger problems beyond the reach of complete search methods. However, multiplicative weighting still has the better
performance in several problem domains, and in future work
it would be worth identifying the problem characteristics
and search behaviors that favor a multiplicative approach.
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